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President’s Message 
Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association 

PAA Members, 
 
 Hello PAA members! Hope everyone is enjoying their summer and having a busy auction season. 
As I’ve talked with various auctioneers it seems like the many auction markets are continuing to be 
strong across the state and the U.S. Last month I attended the NAA conference and show in 
Minneapolis. Keynote speaker, Ken Gronbech discussed and showed a lot of data stating the auction industry will be BOOMING for 
many years to come. Baby boomers (78.2 million) are aging out of businesses and downsizing from larger homes. As well as a big 
wave of buyers coming from Americas largest generation, generation Y (88 million). This generation enjoys fast, fun buying 
experiences and are very tech savvy. That being said, I truly believe that during these uncertain times the auction industries best 
days are ahead of us! I have attached a link to one of his videos below. Its only 3 minutes but shows some of the trends and shifting of 
populations.   Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFr4M6yuWIY 

 Also mark your calendars and get ready for our January convention! This will be January 11-14th. I’m excited to see everyone 
again in January. Currently we are planning on having the Auctioneer Competition back at the farm show, while our our Fun 
Auction and President’s Banquets will be at the hotel. We will be having a great line up of speakers throughout the week. Looking 
forward to seeing you there!  
 

Best Wishes, 
 
 
Matt Hostetter, 
2021 PAA President 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFr4M6yuWIY
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The PAA is always happy to receive your news and information 

for publication and communication.   
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When Taking Bids Leads to Someone Getting 
Sick: Protecting Your Auctioneer Practice from 

COVID-19 Related Civil Liability 
By: Anthony D. Cox, Jr., Esq., PAA Legal Counsel 

  

 

 These past two years have been ones like know other, as continue to fight through a 
pandemic. Specifically, COVID-19 has presented us with a plethora of new challenges that we 
have never seen before. These challenges include, but are not limited to, an increase of novel 
legal issues.  

 In the auctioneer industry, this includes the new novel issue of whether an auctioneer 
can face civil liability if an individual is exposed to or diagnosed with COVID-19 after attending 
an auction.  

 This has been an ongoing debate, however, there was some recent legislation that provides some insight. On April 6, 2021, 
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives passed a bill that expanded COVID-19 liability immunity to businesses, health care facil-
ities, nursing homes, and schools from “lawsuits alleging COVID-19 exposure, absent claims of gross negligence or intentional mis-
conduct.” See Pennsylvania House Bill 605.  If this legislation is finalized, which is anticipated, it would directly impact auctioneers 
and their practices. This bill was passed after a 107-94 vote.  The rationale behind this legislation was explained by a member as 
businesses that those who provide our communities with services in a safe manner should not have to worry about the threat of 
costly litigation.  

 According to this bill, if an auctioneer or business owner is sued for personal injury relating to exposure to COVID-19, it 
shall first be submitted to and heard in an arbitration made up of a board of three members of the bar of the court. See House Bill 
605. This is critical, as it prevents an individual for having an automatic ticket to the courthouse based on personal injury relating to 
exposure to COVID-19.  If a case is brought before a court directly, there are an ample amount of costs that can be incurred, even if 
the auctioneer did everything right. Therefore, this arbitration requirement will be beneficial to auctioneers and hopefully deter friv-
olous complaints. 

 There, however, would be one exception to this if this legislation is finalized. The exception is that if an individual is alleg-
ing the personal injury related to exposure to COVID-19 based on an auctioneer or business owner’s failure to comply with public 
health directives, the individual can bring a civil lawsuit directly in court and bypass the arbitration provision. Public health direc-
tives include guidelines issued by the federal or state government.  

 This means that it is important that auctioneers and business comply with federal government directives, which include 
those from the Center for Disease and Prevention (“CDC”), and Pennsylvania government directives. It can be difficult to keep up 
with them, therefore it is recommended that all auctioneers and businesses regularly seek regulatory audits with legal counsel to 
ensure that they are compliant. This specifically includes a periodic audit to ensure that the auctioneers practices are compliant 
with whatever federal and state COVID-19 directives are in place at the time. 

 This legislation would beneficial to auctioneers and businesses because prior to this, negligence lawsuits were somewhat 
easy to pursue. Although it does not provide full immunity from liability, it makes it more difficult for individuals to bring lawsuits 
based on COVID-19 against auctioneers and businesses. I anticipated that we will see a rise of civil lawsuits related to COVID-19. 
This is because given it is a new area of law, there is so much uncertainty as to how courts will decide these issues. 

 Although an individual’s ticket to civil court is not completely eliminated with respect to COVID-19 exposure, the price of 
that ticket has most definitely increased.  

 Please continue to comply with all of the federal and state directives to eliminate the potential for civil liability. Attorneys 
like myself are also available to help you all take preventive measures, ensure compliance, and also defend should litigation arise.  

 Please consult with our attorney, Anthony D. Cox, Jr. from Dickie McCamey if you have any questions or would like assistance. Anthony can be 
reached via email at acox@dmclaw.com or via phone at 717.731.4800. 
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Tobias Hirte’s life may have spanned 1748-1833, but he was a man far ahead of his time. In our Photography, Prints, and 
Ephemera auction on August 18th, Pook & Pook will offer an important and exceedingly rare document demonstrating 
the contribution of Tobias Hirte to American culture. 

Hirte’s parents were wed in a mass ceremony by Count Zinzendorf in the Moravian community Herrnhaag on Zinzen-
dorf’s estate in Saxony. The Moravians heeded the charter of William Penn’s colony and immigrated for religious free-
dom. In 1771 in the Moravian community of Lititz, Pennsylvania, Tobias Hirte was an assistant schoolmaster and orches-
tra violinist, living in bachelors’ residence the Brother’s House. Considered either willful and wayward, or ebullient and 
irrepressible, his antics feature heavily in the community’s records. His life changed in 1777, when General Washington 
ordered the quartering of 250 sick and wounded soldiers in Lititz after the Battle of Brandywine. The Brother’s House 
was requisitioned to serve as a hospital, and into the religious community came the influence of the outside world. Tobi-
as Hirte was disciplined in January 1778 for purchasing a flintlock gun for hunting game: “There is no reason why Tobias 
Hirte should have bought a gun; indeed, on the contrary, it is an unseemliness! What use has a schoolmaster for a gun?” 
By May, Hirte was in hot water again. To boost morale amongst the convalescents, he organized parties featuring music 
and merrymaking in an area called the Big 
Spring. The carousing went late into the night. 
An exasperated Community asked the head doc-
tor, Dr Allison, “for the love of us, to absent him-
self from it.” Tobias Hirte was to be “summoned 
to appear before the brethren of the conference 
and told not to dare in the future to begin such a 
thing on our land – for he is given to sudden ide-
as of such a kind – especially not without per-
mission; and secondly to leave the place of the 
spring as it now is and do nothing more to it.” 
During the same eventful time period, another 
hospital physician, Dr William Brown, was 
working on his publication “Pharmacopoeia 
Simpliciorum & Efficaciorum..,” and it is likely 
that the inquisitive Brother Hirte learned Euro-
pean herbal traditions. 

After the Revolution, Hirte set up as an itinerant 
apothecary, spending half the year in Philadelph-
ia, and half the year traveling, either to his 
“county seat” orchard in Lebanon, purchased in 
1792, or north of the Blue Mountains, visiting his 
friends the Seneca chiefs Cornplanter and Red 
Jacket. Although it is unclear exactly when To-
bias began exploring the Seneca’s knowledge of 
medicinal plants, whether as Moravian mission-
ary or apothecary, he now became famous for 
it.  He began bottling and selling a liquid the 
Seneca skimmed from French Creek as a remedy. 
Advertised in a 1792 broadside (held by the Li-
brary Company of Philadelphia) “Indianisch-French-Crieck-Seneca-Spring-Oel,” was actually petroleum, seeping into 

the creek from underground. It became a popular medicine. He also advertised the popular “Dr. Van 
Swieten’s pills”, giving his address “at Mr. Conrad Gerhard’s no. 118 North Second Street the third door 
above the corner of Race Street – Philadelphia.” Hirte did not just sell snake oil. During the dangerous 
1793 Yellow Fever epidemic, he ministered to the afflicted, and the city loved him back. From Ritter: 

Tobias Hirte Redux 
By Cynthia Beech Lawrence of Pook & Pook, Inc. 



“Liberty and independence was his motto; and when mounted on his sorrel mare, with saddle bags at each side, and a 
large umbrella, with a handle of unusual length, on the pommel of his saddle, he bestrode the pinnacle of his glory; and 
the summer season, from early spring, opened the highway to this enjoyment…  Although vending his compounds as he 
passed the route of his search, his principle object, for many years, was a visit to the Indians – Seneca, and several other 
tribes – with whom he was on the most sociable of terms and whose chiefs always called on him, at his hermitage in 
Philadelphia, when they came.” 

“Here, in a room about ten by fifteen feet, sat this veteran in nostrums, picturesque in the adornment of his walls with 
the remains of a music store, fiddles, flutes, French horns, and the like; whilst below, in one corner, stood an old-timed 
spinet, steadied to the floor by a fifty-six pound weight on its lid or top, in range of which sat the “lord of his survey,” at 
a table either redolent of roast goose, apple-sauce, &c.; or a mass of pill-stuff, or other medicament, in preparation of a 
summer’s trip; whilst behind him sat a boy, bottling or boxing curatives for all the ills of human inheritance, spurred to 
speed by the promise of a feast of coffee and sugar-cake at the end of the week. In front stood a large and very grand – as 
we thought in those days – mantle clock; but, a little beyond, another, of more importance and more interest. This was a 
musical clock- a great curiosity; whose Swiss peasantry, in a recess over the dial, took an hourly turn in a cosy dance, to 
the jungle of a most fascinating set of well-tuned bells, gazed and wondered at by the Schuankfelders, who supplied him 
regularly on the evenings of Tuesday and Friday, with cream, butter, and Dutch cheese; the latter always most popular 
for its offensive odor. 

He was a bachelor to all intents and purposes, and his apartment a stranger to whisk or water. His habits were unique. 
He prepared and ate his breakfast of toast and coffee, at about 10 A.M.; lunched on tea and toast, or plain bread and but-
ter and Dutch cheese, at 2 P.M.; but dined sumptuously on roast pig (which he called “spanferkle”) or roast goose, with 
no small amount of potatoes, apples, cold-slaw, bread and butter, &c., settled with several glasses of good Madeira, at 
about 11 o’clock at night, and then a pipe; and then, despite homoeopathy, if all within was of doubtful temperament, a 
goodly number of Von Swieten’s pills – a composition principally of aloes – were sent to check rebellion. Yet he killed 
the time of near one hundred years.” 

It is little wonder that Rudyard Kipling, discovering this wonderful description during an 1889 trip to Philadelphia, 
would pounce on it for his tales “Brother Square-Toes,” and “A Priest in Spite of Himself.” Kipling’s adaptation is price-
less: “We walked into a dirty little room of flutes and fiddles and a fat man fiddling by the window, in a smell of cheese 
and medicines fit to knock you down. I was knocked down too, for the fat man jumped up and hit me a smack in the 
face. I fell against an old spinet covered with pill-boxes, and the pills rolled about the floor. The Indian never moved an 
eyelid.” 

Later in life, an 1830 census has Tobias Hirte living as a hermit in Lebanon, Pennsylvania, in his orchard, which was not-
ed for its variety of plants. 

Outside of Lititz and Kipling scholarship, Tobias Hirte has largely been forgotten by history. He merits wider acclaim. 
He was an extraordinary person in an extraordinary place, at an extraordinary time, surrounded by a host of important 
historical figures. Hirte was a nonconformist, yet influenced by his times. His story contains many elements that shaped 
early America. Hirte was free-thinking, free-ranging, free enterprising, and, most forgotten, demanded freedom for all, 
the abolition of slavery. 

Pook & Pook Inc. is honored to offer one of only three known copies in existence of “Sclaven-Handel. Die Menschlich-
keit beleidiget.” (Slave trade. An insult to humanity.) Tobias Hirte’s abolitionist broadside, published in 1794 in Phila-
delphia. “Sclaven-Handel” is adapted from the 1793 British broadside “Remarks on the Methods of Procuring Slaves,” 
which was exerpted from the 1791 British report “An Abstract of Evidence Delivered before a Select Committee of the 
House of Commons,” oral testimony given before Parliament by abolitionists respecting the African slave trade. Tobias 

Hirte issued his own adaptation in German, ostensibly at his own expense. It was printed by Samuel 
Saur, of the famous Saur family of printers, in Philadelphia, and illustrated, most likely, by Alexander 
Anderson (1775-1870) with woodblocks based on the 1793 originals. This was the first appearance of 
these iconic images in America. Horrifying in nature, the twelve illustrations show the abuses and mis-
treatment of slaves. The illustrations are one of three sets of 18th century images that were reproduced 

Tobias Hirte Redux Continued... 



countless times and were to influence abolitionist propaganda for the next fifty years. They are considered equal in im-
portance to the famous 1789 cross-section of the slave ship Brooks, showing how space was maximized in the hold, and 
the famous 1787 figure of a slave titled “Am I Not a Man and a Brother?” The power of these images cannot be underesti-
mated. They at once convey the apparent victory of evil, and the shame of humanity. 

Having fled religious persecution and serfdom, many having endured indentured servitude, German immigrant groups 
made significant contributions to the anti-slavery movement in America. In 1688, the Quakers of Germantown issued 

the very first anti-slavery petition in the Colonies. The Moravian church had fanned out across the New 
World to minister not only to German immigrants and convert Native Americans, but also to bring the 
support of their God to enslaved Africans. Eccentric as Tobias Hirte’s behavior was, and as much as he 
exasperated and irritated the Moravians, he was still after all, a Brother. A man of his time, and ahead of 
his time. Or, as Kipling put it, “A Priest in Spite of Himsel 

  
*** 
Sources: 
Lapansky, Emma Jones, “Graphic Discord: Abolitionist and Antiabolitionist Images,” from the Abolitionist Sisterhood, 2018, edited by Jean 
Fagan Yellin and John C Van Horne. 
Martin, Richard, “Toby Hirte: Liberty and Independence,” from the Church Square Journal, Fall 2011. 
Lititz Public Library, “Tobias Hirte, Early Lititz Character Repeatedly Aroused Ire of Community,” https://lititzlibrary.org 
Pennsylvania German Cultural Heritage Center, German illustrated herbal of Tobias Hirte acquisition, May 14, 2020 
Ritter, Abraham, History of the Moravian Church in Philadelphia, 1857, pp. 248-250. 
Kipling, Rudyard, “Brother Square Toes,” p. 163, and “A Priest In Spite of Himself.” 
Beck, Herbert Huebner, “Lititz as an Early Musical Centre,” Lancaster Historical Society, 1915. 
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   The Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association is the only professional trade organization for auctioneers in the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Education, consumer and member benefits, legislative issues, and new ideas 
in the auction industry are the PAA’s hallmarks.  As a professional resource, the PAA offers many benefits: 
  

 Promotes members’ public image 
 Fights for regulation and licensing to protect our industry 
 Participation from a dynamic and supportive public affairs consultant to assist with leg-

islative monitoring and initiatives 
 Association legal counsel knowledgeable about auction law 
 Active Political Action Committee to maintain ongoing positive relationships with 

members of the PA General Assembly 
 Continuing education for advanced auctioneer certifications and designations and to 

maintain licensing in states with mandatory continuing education 
 Professional annual auctioneer conference for education and a large trade show to stay 

on the cutting edge of auction products, services and technology 
 Discounted Annual Conference registration fees. 
 Committee participation, networking opportunities and awards and recognition 
 Live TV (Pennsylvania Cable Network) coverage of annual Auctioneer Competitions at 

the PA State Farm Show 
 Informative digital magazine, The Keystone Auctioneer 
 FREE business card-size ad per member in one issue annually of The Keystone Auc-

tioneer 
 50% off advertising in the Keystone Auctioneer and Directory 
 Annual digital membership directory and resource guide 
 Active email account: info@paauctioneers.org  
 Comprehensive web site www.paauctioneers.org in partnership with 

www.BidWrangler.com 
 Website Calendar through www.GoToAuctions.com where you can advertise your auc-

tions to a worldwide audience 
 

Member 

mailto:info@paauctioneers.org
http://www.paauctioneers.org
http://www.BidWrangler.com
http://www.GoToAuctions.com


 The following piece is an interesting story with a 
positive and challenging message and, I believe, it is a worthy 
read. It is not intended to have any underlying, partisan, 
political message. It is unedited from an unknown author. 
Please read through the piece and my takeaway at the end. I 
hope you will see value in the words and appreciate the little 
bit of time it takes you to read it. 

The story goes like this:  

“17 INCHES:  you will not regret reading this an excellent article to read 
from beginning to end. Twenty years ago, in Nashville, Tennessee, during the 
first week of January, 1996, more than 4,000 baseball coaches descended upon 
the Opryland Hotel for the 52nd annual ABCA's convention. 

While I waited in line to register with the hotel staff, I heard other more 
veteran coaches rumbling about the lineup of speakers scheduled to present 
during the weekend.  One name kept resurfacing, always with the same 
sentiment — “John Scolinos is here? Oh, man, worth every penny of my 
airfare.” 

Who is John Scolinos, I wondered.  No matter; I was just happy to be there. 

In 1996, Coach Scolinos was 78 years old and five years retired from a college 
coaching career that began in 1948.  He shuffled to the stage to an 
impressive standing ovation, wearing dark polyester pants, a light blue 
shirt, and a string around his neck from which home plate hung — a 
full-sized, stark-white home plate. 

Seriously, I wondered, who is this guy?  After speaking for twenty-five 
minutes, not once mentioning the prop hanging around his neck, Coach 
Scolinos appeared to notice the snickering among some of the coaches.  
Even those who knew Coach Scolinos had to wonder exactly where he 
was going with this, or if he had simply forgotten about home plate 
since he’d gotten on stage.  Then, finally … 

“You’re probably all wondering why I’m wearing home plate around 
my neck,” he said, his voice growing irascible.  I laughed along with the 
others, acknowledging the possibility.  “I may be old, but I’m not crazy.  
The reason I stand before you today is to share with you baseball 
people what I’ve learned in my life, what I’ve learned about home plate 
in my 78 years.”  

Several hands went up when Scolinos asked how many Little League coaches 
were in the room.  “Do you know how wide home plate is in Little League?” 

After a pause, someone offered, “Seventeen inches?”, more of a question than 
answer. 

“That’s right,” he said.  “How about in Babe Ruth’s day?  Any Babe Ruth 
coaches in the house?” Another long pause. 

“Seventeen inches?” a guess from another reluctant coach. 

“That’s right,” said Scolinos.  “Now, how many high school coaches do we 
have in the room?”  Hundreds of hands shot up, as the pattern began to 
appear.  “How wide is home plate in high school baseball?” 

“Seventeen inches,” they said, sounding more confident. 

“You’re right!” Scolinos barked.  “And you college coaches, how wide is home 
plate in college?” 

“Seventeen inches!” we said, in unison. 

“Any Minor League coaches here?  How wide is home plate in pro 
ball?”............“Seventeen inches!” 

“RIGHT!  And in the Major Leagues, how wide home plate is in the Major 
Leagues? “Seventeen inches!” 

“SEV-EN-TEEN INCHES!” he confirmed, his voice bellowing off the walls.  
“And what do they do with a Big League pitcher who can’t throw the ball over 
seventeen inches?”  Pause.  “They send him to Pocatello !” he hollered, drawing 
raucous laughter.  “What they don’t do is this: they don’t say, ‘Ah, that’s okay, 
Jimmy.  If you can’t hit a seventeen-inch target?  We’ll make it eighteen inches 
or nineteen inches.  We’ll make it twenty inches so you have a better chance of 
hitting it.  If you can’t hit that, let us know so we can make it wider still, say 

twenty-five inches.'”  

Pause.  “Coaches… what do we do when your best player shows up late to 
practice? or when our team rules forbid facial hair and a guy shows up 
unshaven?  What if he gets caught drinking?  Do we hold him accountable?  
Or do we change the rules to fit him?  Do we widen home plate? " 

The chuckles gradually faded as four thousand coaches grew quiet, the fog 
lifting as the old coach’s message began to unfold.  He turned the plate toward 
himself and, using a Sharpie, began to draw something.  When he turned it 
toward the crowd, point up, a house was revealed, complete with a freshly 
drawn door and two windows.  “This is the problem in our homes today.  With 
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our marriages, with the way we parent our kids.  With our discipline. 

We don’t teach accountability to our kids, and there is no consequence for 
failing to meet standards.  We just widen the plate!” 

Pause.  Then, to the point at the top of the house he added a small American 
flag.  “This is the problem in our schools today.  The quality of our education 
is going downhill fast and teachers have been stripped of the tools they need to 
be successful, and to educate and discipline our young people.  We are 
allowing others to widen home plate!  Where is that getting us?” 

Silence.  He replaced the flag with a Cross.  “And this is the problem in the 
Church, where powerful people in positions of authority have taken 
advantage of young children, only to have such an atrocity swept under the 
rug for years.  Our church leaders are widening home plate for themselves!  
And we allow it.” 

“And the same is true with our government.  Our so-called representatives 
make rules for us that don’t apply to themselves. They take bribes from 
lobbyists and foreign countries.  They no longer serve us.  And we allow them 
to widen home plate! We see our country falling into a dark abyss while we 
just watch.” 

I was amazed.  At a baseball convention where I expected to learn something 
about curve balls and bunting and how to run better practices, I had learned 
something far more valuable. 

From an old man with home plate strung around his neck, I had learned 
something about life, about myself, about my own weaknesses and about my 
responsibilities as a leader.  I had to hold myself and others accountable to 
that which I knew to be right, lest our families, our faith, and our society 
continue down an undesirable path. 

“If I am lucky,” Coach Scolinos concluded, “you will remember one thing from 
this old coach today.  It is this: "If we fail to hold ourselves to a higher 
standard, a standard of what we know to be right; if we fail to hold our 
spouses and our children to the same standards, if we are unwilling or unable 
to provide a consequence when they do not meet the standard; and if our 
schools & churches & our government fail to hold themselves accountable to 
those they serve, there is but one thing to look forward to …” 

With that, he held home plate in front of his chest, turned it around, and 
revealed its dark black backside, “…We have dark days ahead!.” 

Note: Coach Scolinos died in 2009 at the age of 91, but not before touching the 
lives of hundreds of players and coaches, including mine.  Meeting him at my 
first ABCA convention kept me returning year after year, looking for similar 
wisdom and inspiration from other coaches.  He is the best clinic speaker the 
ABCA has ever known because he was so much more than a baseball coach.  
His message was clear: “Coaches, keep your players—no matter how good 
they are—your own children, your churches, your government, and most of 
all, keep yourself at seventeen inches." 

And this my friends is what our country has become and what is wrong with 
it today, and now go out there and fix it! 

Don't widen the plate.” 

 

Maybe your take away is different, but I’ll share my take 
away and hope it inspires thought and action.  

I believe we, as professional Auctioneers, aspire to hold 
ourselves up to a higher standard to improve our profession. 
We should want to help fellow businesses, whether they are 
a close competitor or a distant competitor, to be better and 
be successful. I am very fortunate to have council of fellow 
auctioneers and auction houses near and far that continue to 
help us improve our auction business. (Special “Thank You” 
to them, you know who you are).   

We also should be willing to police our own profession for 
unlawful and unethical behavior and be willing to openly 
discuss our concerns with our fellow professionals. But 
FIRST we must look at our own ethics and behavior. For 
example, if we look for ways to circumvent license laws to 
save a few dollars, while it may be considered financially 
prudent, it could make you, as a “Professional”, look 
hypocritical. It is not the buying public that will judge you, 
but other auctioneers that will in turn not want to be a 
member of the state association because of that perceived 
hypocrisy. It could also lead to an investigation by the state.  

Trading Assistants: There has been a lot said about registered 
trading assistants conducting online auctions. I believe, and 
our PAA Attorney has offered supporting dialogue, that these 
actions are in violation of the Auctioneer License Law. The 
PAA Legislative team is continuing efforts to gain 
clarification and support of our opinion from the PA Dept. of 
State and others. This is a slow process. Patience is a 
requirement.  

There are also several, okay numerous, complaints of auctions 
being conducted by unlicensed individuals through Facebook 
and other platforms conducting auctions. Or improperly 
licensed auction companies conducting business in PA. The 
only way to fix it is to do something. Contact them and help 
them understand the law or, file a complaint and ask others 
to file as well. The more complaints, the more attention the 
state will give. A Squeaky wheel gets the grease. But again, be 
sure you are compliant. And KNOW the law! For example, 
did you know individuals are permitted to conduct auctions 
of their own “stuff” once a year, live or online, and refer to it 
as an auction? 

In short, hold yourself accountable to your Clients, 
Customers, Employees, your profession and yourself. And 
then encourage accountability by others.  

Let’s change the world we live in. Let’s make our world a 
better place.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

Patrick Morgan 

PS: If you read this to the end and wonder why you wasted 
time reading it, please consider submitting works of your 
own. Or if you are so inspired 
please consider submitting to the 
magazine. 

17 Inches Continued... 
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Roan, Inc. Auctioneers and 

Appraisers recently held a two-day sporting and outdoor related 

specialty auction at their gallery in Cogan Station, PA on Friday & Saturday July 

23 & 24, 2021. 

 The auction focused on the collection from the Estate of William ‘Bill’ 

Glennon and his wife, Carola Glennon, both late of Saminsville, PA along with 

other similar and related consignments from privat homes, collectors and 

estates. Roans were named in the Glennon’s will to handle their estate and this 

was the second auction of their collection held so far.  

 Roans offered a wide variety of many items of interest for the sportsman 

and outdoor enthusiast including an extensive collection of Newhouse bear 

traps ranging in the hammer price from %525 and up with a size #6 Oneida 

ending at $4,900; a great selection of North American and African taxidermy with most interest falling on a full mount chase scene 

of a Grizzly Bear and Black Bear which brought $900; firearms (not offered online) including a Schuetzen Rifle once belonging to 

Dr. Lou Palmisano (US Shooting Team) which sold for $3,500; shooting trophies of various description including a Black Forest 

Stag that went to a local hone for $800 as well as sterling and silver plate chalice trophies that realized a range of $40 to $400 were 

also offered.  

 Other highlights of similar category included a carved bone Gatlin Gun selling for $575’ am F. Pautrot 

bronze of Spaniel dog w/ game bird came in at $1,500 and will find ist’ new home close to Williamsport; a wide 

section of various early patent models ranged from $55 to an early tobacco processing apparatus for $950 drew 

attention from many surrounding states; Bev Doolittle framed art prints, a favorite artist of the Glennons, 

received their fair share of attention and realized prices from $120 to $375. A vintage ‘Amoco’ 

double sided sign was won by a phone bidder for $3,100 while an antique ‘Covington’ PA 

Railroad sign garnered $550 from an online bidder. 

 The other hot attractions that weekend included the automobiles and machinery 

offered. Most in like new condition offered in the heat of Saturday’s bidding included a 2017 Subaru Outback 

$24,000; 2009 Cadillac CTS $7,000; JD 2032 4WD Tractor $18,000; JD850D Tractor $11,500; Kubota RTV X1120D 

$15,000; Vermont Duck Dory fishing boat $1,600 along with other various lawn & garden equipment and tools. 

 The two-day span also included categories such as vintage fishing lures, rods and reels including a Charles 

Jenkins 2/2 bamboo fly rod sold for $750, an Orvis Battenkill 2/2 fly rod finished off at $650 and a single Sage fly 

reel came in at $250; as well as knives, sports memorabilia, Civil War related, mining & railroad items. 

 Full catalogs as well as photos and all prices realized from this auction, as well as others past conducted by Roan, Inc., can be 

found at www.invaluable.com. Roan, Inc. hosts auctions monthly at their gallery in Cogan Station PA with online bidding availability; as well as on-site 

aucgtions for real estate and contents. Their auctin schedule can be found on their website at www.roaninc.com as well as www.auctionzip.com. To speak to 

an auctioneer or inquire about consignments, please call 570-494-0170.  Prices realized do not include the in-house or online buyer’s premiums. 

http://www.invaluable.com
http://www.roaninc.com
http://www.auctionzip.com


Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association 
Annual Conference 

MAY 2021 

The PA Auctioneers Association held a successful May Conference (May 10th through 13th) despite it being pushed into June from 
January.  Their 73rd annual conference did, however, look a bit different, especially without the host of the PA Farm Show for the 
annual PA Auctioneer Competition.   There were close to 150 attendees at this conference showing the dedication of so many mem-
bers and affiliates of the Association.  Being part of an association is important and “if you are going to be part of an Association, be 
involved! - Don’t just pay your dues” says past President (2019 & 2020), Jeff Pennington of New Castle PA. 
 

The PAA is one of the largest Auctioneer Associations in the United States.  The membership of the PAA is made up of auc-
tioneers, trade members, and other auction professionals who are passionate about the auction industry and the auction method of 
selling.  This event included the safe gathering of these auction professionals including auctioneers, apprentices, auction students, 
support personnel, vendors, and presenters.    

 
A well-attended Trade Show enabled attendees to speak with such vendors as E.R. Munro & Company, All Points Sound, 

Auction Time/Auction Flex/HiBid, CRS Recycling Services, Greater Giving, Mid Atlantic Community Papers Association, Shipping 
Saint, United Merchant Processing Assoc., Wavebid, and Proxibid.  Many of whom were sponsors for the event and throughout the 
year.  

 
All had access to many educational seminars during the course of the event that will allow them to better serve their buy-

ers, sellers and the industry as a whole.  The PAA focuses on educating the auction professional. Continuing education points were 
available to the many auctioneers who maintain advanced auctioneer certifications or auctioneer licenses held in other states requir-
ing education.  13 Presenters from around the country offered a wealth of information including the new PAA Legal Counsel Antho-
ny D. Cox, Jr of Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, PC; Greg Drake of 360 Tour Designs; Matthew Fridge of auctionpromarketing.com; 
Larry Oxenham of Amer. Society for Asset Protection; Erik Rasmus of Rasmus Auctions; James Weishedel of HR Enhancement So-
lutions; and PAA members and specialists Matt Hostetter, Marjorie Hartman, Mike Keller, Patrick Morgan, Jeff Pennington, Jason 
Reed, and J. Meryl Stoltzfus.  

 
 The PAA annually hosts the PA Auctioneer Competition at the Farm Show Complex during the PA Farm Show but due to 
the change in date, it was held at the hotel venue of the Sheraton Harrisburg-Hershey in Harrisburg PA.  On Tuesday evening, May 
11th  Brian Oberholtzer of Reinolds, PA came out as the overall Champion.  The Runner-up was Brian Burk II of Meshoppen PA and 
the the Rookie (licensed for under 2 years) was Daniel Lee Stoltzfus of Gap PA.  The  Top Female Competitor was Kylee Hostetter 
of Beaver Falls PA.  Continuation of this competition was made possible by the Exclusive Presenting Sponsor, Manheim Pennsylva-
nia  
 
 Several awards are given out to honor some of those who have dedicated their careers to the industry and who have made 
the industry better for all.  Two auctioneers were inducted into the PAA Hall of Fame.  This award is given to an individual based on 
integrity, honesty, high moral character, acute fairness, and distinction, and is bestowed on an auctioneer each year who, over the 
course of his or her profession, has committed him or herself to fostering excellence in the auction industry.  The 2021 Hall of Fame 
inductees were Kerry Pae originally from Milroy PA but now residing out of state and John Fry of Ephrata. 
 

The recipient of the prestigious award of Auctioneer of the Year was awarded to Mark Ferry of Latrobe PA.  The nomina-
tions for this award are chosen by auctioneers in his/her area and the winner is selected by his/her state-wide peers.  Mr. Ferry has 
shown excellent leadership, high ethical standards, willingness to share with others, participation in community affairs, and out-
standing contributions to the PAA and the auction profession.  

 
The PAA awarded the Honorable Mark Keller, Auctioneer, PAA member and former member of the PA House of Represent-

atives for the 86th District for his many years of dedication to the auction industry by presenting him with a plaque.   
Traditionally awarded during the conference but awarded earlier in the year, several auction companies were garnered 

awards in the first-place categories within the PAA Advertising/Marketing Contest, including Hostetter Auctioneers, Kimberly K 
Auction, Patrick Morgan Auction Services, Lane Ryan Auctions, Max Spann Auctions Co, Dotta Auction Co., Sanford Alderfer Real 
Estate, Hurley Auctions, Fortna Auctioneers and Alderfer Auction. The "Best of Show" was bestowed on Pook & Pook, Inc. 

 
Officers for the Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association for 2021 include: Matt Hostetter, President of Beaver Falls; Jamie 

Shearer, President-Elect of Downingtown; Lon Clemmer of Harleysville PA; and Robert A. Ensminger, Treasurer, of Harrisburg.  Jeff 
Pennington will serve on the PAA Board of Directors as the Immediate Past President.  Kimberly K. Douglass of Boyertown is the 
Executive Director and Magazine Editor.  
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John Fry (right) being presented a plaque by Ron Funk 
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 1. Brian Oberholtzer of  Reinholds 
2. Brian Burke of  Meshoppen 
3. Kylee Hostetter of  Beaver Falls 
4. David Weaver of  Allenwood 
5. Dustin Spencer of  New Holland 
6. Liz Stamm of  Jonestown 
7. Kore Fisher of  Strasburg 
8. (tie)Daniel Lee Stoltzfus of  Gap 
8. (tie)Caleb Enck of  Manheim 
10. Donald Claycomb Jr. of  Claysburg 

Champion: Brian Oberholtzer of  Reinholds 
Runner up: Brian Burke of  Meshoppen 
Rookie: Daniel Lee Stoltzfus of  Gap 
Top Female: Kylee Hostetter of  Beaver Falls 



While nearly every business & industry worldwide was affected by the impact of the pandemic in 2020, businesses that adapted to the 
shifting business landscape are now better positioned in 2021. Take the auction industry for example. 
 
While auctions themselves date back to ancient antiquity, online auctions have been around since the mid-1990s. When the pandemic 
struck a quarter century later, many auctioneers and auction houses still hadn’t added web-based offerings to their repertoire.  
  
There are many reasons for this.  
  
Beyond the ‘technical expertise’ required to set up, organize and administer an e-commerce auction, many auctioneers found the allure of 
the live auction missing with its online counterpart, especially for experienced auctioneers who cut their teeth and built their 
reputations in the realm of live auctions. 
  
Let’s face it: online auctions aren’t nearly as exciting as their in-person counterparts. The sights, the sounds, anticipation, suspense - 
they’re all missing in an e-auction. The palpable electricity in the auction air just isn’t in the computer screen. By comparison, online 
transactions can seem sterile, boring, “less than” live. The remote, last-minute bidding frenzy of the virtual auction just isn’t the same as 
the bang of the auctioneer’s gavel and witnessing “the thrill of victory” in-person. 
As an auctioneer, you’re not just selling items - you’re selling an experience. And online auctions just don’t offer the same experience as 
live auctions. 
  
But business is business, and  in the information age, most auctioneers have discovered the benefits of online auctions outweigh the 
downside hands down, particularly when it comes to the bottom dollar.  
  
For starters, there’s the opportunity for a much broader audience geographically. And depending upon the genre, a more focused and 
defined target audience that’s more interested in the type of items up for sale. Online auctions often see more revenue than their live 
counterparts, with some auctioneers reporting as much as a 40% increase in hammer price, in particular for auctions with rare and 
unique collectibles and antiques offering reasonable in-house shipping. 
  
Beyond added exposure, there’s the longer bidding window providing value-added convenience for both bidders and auctioneers. 
Because of these advantages, many auction houses are finding that online auctions typically bring more revenue than live auctions. 
  
Still, the intimidation of a change to the business model kept many auction houses from entering the online field. Until 2020 anyway. An 
extended period of stay-at-home mandates and social distancing over several months hurt many businesses worldwide, not just those in 
the auction industry. Businesses found themselves faced with the decision to adapt, suffer or fail.  
  
While many in the auction industry had tested the waters of online auctions - or at least considered adding them to their portfolio - prior 
to the pandemic, by mid-2020, many were forced to dive in, as a matter of sheer survival. The number of online auctions nearly tripled 
compared to 2019. 
  
Many found that ready-made auction platforms like AuctionZip, LiveAuctioneers, AuctionFlex, HiBid, Proxibid and others offer 
relatively easy entry for making the leap to online. 
  
But it’s one thing to offer & sell items to winning bidders; it’s entirely different trying to efficiently get those items into the hands of 
dozens of buyers. Many still find the post-auction considerations daunting - considerations like contacting all the winning bidders to 
notify them of their wins; tracking inventory and storage of shipping boxes and quantities of bubble-wrap, foam, filler, packing tape, 
labels, etc.; the time and expense of packing fragile items carefully and efficiently for shipment; the logistics of storing and collecting 
payment and labeling; the paperwork keeping track of item locations. And winning bidders. And payment amounts. And mailing 
addresses. And shipping costs. And insurance. And on and on and on… It’s a tall task, to be sure. 
  
But in 2018, packing & shipping software company Shipping Saint entered the post-auction service field. Tailor-made for shipping the 
online auction industry, Shipping Saint brought its emphasis on comprehensive efficiency to the table, coordinating data from auction 
platforms, auction houses, shipping carriers, insurance providers and buyers to make the complex post-auction process seamless. 
  

As Auctions Shifted Online, Auction 
Houses Found Shipping Saint a God-Send 

for Navigating Post-Auction Logistics 



From automating post-auction communications from auction house to their buyers, to simplifying the packing process into easy-to-
follow steps, to offering comparison shopping for shipping rates between carriers, many auction houses found their business 
relationship with Shipping Saint to be a God-send. 
  
As the pandemic struck in early 2020, Shipping Saint’s advent couldn’t have come at a better time for auction houses looking to ship 
their online goods. The company’s growth has been exponential. In 2020, Shipping Saint saw more than a 500% increase in 
transactions over 2019. The explosive trend has continued through the first months of 2021, with a 700% increase in transactions in 
January & February of this year compared to the same two months of (pre-pandemic) 2020. 
  
Much of the impressive growth can be attributed to glowing word-of-mouth from its enthusiastic user base. The company often 
uses customer testimonials to spread the gospel of Shipping Saint. With its robust set of innovative features and services, many 
auction houses see a partnership with Shipping Saint as a marriage made in heaven. 
  
Shipping Saint’s work starts the moment the auction closes. Upon closing, the software can automatically send an email & text 
congratulating the winning bidders. At this stage, Shipping Saint also gives winning bidders the option of indicating whether they 
want their item(s) shipped to them or held on-site for pickup. If “Ship To Me” is selected, the Shipping Saint system both requires 
users to verify the address provided, and verifies the provided address with the National Address Database, to ensure it is an actual 
address, reducing shipping errors and returned packages. 
  
The shipping invoice is also sent by email & text, giving the buyer the ability to pay quickly and easily from their phone or email. 
With this feature in place, Shipping Saint users report nearly twice the number of payments made within the first two hours of 
invoicing. 
  
If the account remains unpaid, Shipping Saint automatically sends periodic follow-up reminders at pre-set intervals until payment is 
received, or until it eventually kicks out the order for non-payment and inclusion in another auction. When the item ships, another 
email & text with the tracking number is automatically sent to the buyer. 
  
With Shipping Saint’s integrated ability to accept and reformat spreadsheets from all the major online auction platforms, auction 
houses can use multiple online platforms (even for the same auction!) and merge results into a single, standardized workflow. This 
feature eliminates the need to manually double enter information. 
  
With its foundations in the pack-and-ship industry, Shipping Saint excels in the field of packing. Using an easy step-by-step 
workflow to streamline the packing process, packers can use a touchscreen interface as they work, selecting sold items to pack, 
boxes, packing materials and more with drag-and-drop ease. The software tracks inventory and labor expenses throughout. 
  
When it comes time to select the shipping method, Shipping Saint displays a side-by-side comparison of all major carriers. By 
pooling its large volume of user shipments for better negotiated carrier rates, Shipping Saint can provide its users with the option of 
customizing their markup above the discounted rates, helping them make their shipping departments profitable. 
  
With the buyers’ addresses already connected with their winning item(s) in Shipping Saint, the auction house can print all shipping 
labels (or selected labels) for all the paid shipping invoices at the push of a button without manually inputting dozens of individual 
addresses. 
  
Insuring a broad assortment of individual shipments can be a challenge with online auctions. Item values can vary widely, even 
among similar items. But with the sale data already incorporated from online auction platforms, Shipping Saint can automatically 
assign the appropriate amount of insurance coverage for each shipment — even multi-item shipments — based upon the established 
value of each item - ‘hammer price’ plus buyer’s premium. 
  
In the event of a damage claim during shipping, Shipping Saint handles the claims process. This allows Shipping Saint better 
negotiated rates for its users, allowing margin for auction house markup for insurance coverage. By coordinating auction houses, 
carriers, insurance providers and buyers, Shipping Saint’s claims process is more efficient, reduces fraud and gets more claims 
approved. It’s a win-win-win for all parties. 
  
At a flat $1 per shipping invoice, Shipping Saint’s cost of services is reasonable, with no monthly fee, per-auction fee or, well, any 
additional charges at all! The Shipping Saint business model is based upon making its users more efficient in order to increase the 
number of auctions and shipments sent (using Shipping Saint, of course!) 
 
Shipping Saint’s website at shippingsaint.com offers more information, and interested parties can 
contact Shipping Saint at 812-233-3949 for a free demonstration or to learn more. 

 





International Auctioneer Championship 
Congratulations to Matt Hostetter (left) and J. Meryl Stoltzfus!  Matt and Meryl 

competed in the 2021 National Auctioneers Association International Auctioneer 

Championship in July.  Matt finished 4th overall and Meryl finished 14th overall within 

about 50 competitors from all around the United States and Mexico.  

Way to represent the PAA! 



RENEW ONLINE AT WWW.PAAUCTIONEERS.ORG  

Membership RENEWAL– 12 Month (July 1 through June 30) 

 
 

  
Name of Auctioneer, Apprentice Auctioneer, Auction House Owner,   Designation(s)  Date 
Auction Company Owner, Trade Member, Associate Member, Auxiliary Member 
 
 ________________________   _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
PA License #  Business Name 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Address    City    State  Zip  County  
 
________________________   _______________________    _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Phone               Cell   Email address 
 

_____________________________________________________________     ____________________________________
Website        Birthdate 

PREFERRED CHAPTER (circle one)       C         LV         NE         NW         SE         SW 
 

REGULAR   
PA Licensed Auctioneer, Apprentice, 
Auction Co. 
(voting) 
 1 yr membership $160 
 3 yr membership $405 
 

  TRADE  
$210 Non-voting member engaged in  

auction relating business for profit  
(Non-voting) 

 

 ASSOCIATE    
$85 Family/employee of a licensed 
category 
(non-voting, non-PA licensed) 
 

 AUXILIARY         
$5 Supports the PAA generally a 
spouse, significant other 
(non-voting) 
Aux. Name: ___________________ 

 

 HONORARY 
(Sr. Life Member) 
$0 (Age 70 or above & 25 yrs PAA 
membership 
(voting)    
Birthdate: _________________ 
 

 LIFE MEMBER 
25 times annual dues 

 

PAC MEMBERSHIP (optional):  Use this opportunity to become a member of the PAA Political Action 
Committee.  Add an extra amount to your dues for a voice in PA government and to help keep legislation 
you can live with:  ____ $50  ____ $100  ____ $500  ____ $1,000   ____ other ____ $25 (min amt)   
 

 

PAYMENT OPTIONS 
Check or Money Order enclosed:  Payable to PAA:  $ ____________   

Credit Card:  □ Visa □ Master Card   □ Discover  $  ____________+ 3% Processing Fee  ____________ =  TOTAL $ ________ 
 

Name (as it appears on card, printed)  _____________________________________________________________________  CSC #  ___________ Exp. Date  
___________        
 

Account #  _____________________________________________________  Signature  ____________________________________________________ 
 

“Membership investment in the PAA is not deductible as a charitable contribution but may be deducted as an ordinary and necessary business expense.  In 
compliance with Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, 10% of your membership investment is not deductible as a business expense because it is 
allocable to lobbying expenditures.”  

 

 
OPTIONAL INFORMATION 
______________________________ _____________________ ______________________________________________________________ 
Full- or part-time in auction business Year started auctioneering Other profession, if applicable   
 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Educational background (including auction school)  Professional/social memberships  
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Spouse’s name, children – any involved in the auction business? 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
What specifically can the PAA do for you and your auction career?  Suggestions to accomplish it?  
 

Send completed form and payment by June 30 to:   Kim Douglass, Administrator, P.O. Box 686, Gilbertsville, PA 19525   
info@paauctioneers.org, 215-679-3526, www.paauctioneers.org 

 (rev. 2/21) 

mailto:info@paauctioneers.org
http://www.paauctioneers.org/


Name:  __________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________ 

                  ________________________________ 

Phone:  _______________________ 
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___  $25 (minimum) 

___  $50 

___  $100 

___  Other 

**contributions from corpo‐
rations must be drawn on a 
personal account.   

Please send your check payable to “PAA PAC” to: 
Tom Saylor, PAA PAC Treasurer 

11393 Hill St. 
Felton, PA 17322 

 
For more information or questions, please contact: 

Randy Betton, Chairman 
Cell (724) 516‐5515 

fourbettons@comcast.net 

PAC 
Maximize the voice of the industry! 

 Every PA-licensed Auctioneer is encour-
aged to join.  The PAC is an organization de-
voted to helping you with legal matters con-
cerning your business.  The PAA retains a 
lobbyist to keep us informed on bills regard-
ing auctioneers.   

The PAC needs your support  Of almost 500 

PAA members, less than 100 are PAC members.  
The actions of the PAC benefit ALL in our in-
dustry, please consider joining the Political  
Actions Committee and donating today. 

mailto:fourbettons@comcast.net


 

Folding fruit knives became a specialized type of penknife in the late 1800s. They were designed to slice, carve, and divide up 

different types of fruit. They were produced with multiple blades that pivoted at both sides (a penknife) or from one side (a 

pocketknife). They were especially popular in England and America because of their versatility and have always been collectible 

items, especially those made prior to WWI   

The earliest fruit knives were made of steel that would discolor the food and eventually become pitted from the citric acid in fruit. 

Sterling silver soon became the standard blade for a fruit knife because it was found to be resistant to the citric acid and did not 

discolor the fruit when sliced.  The fruit knives would often have fancy handles made with Mother of Pearl or decorated sterling 

silver. These high-quality fruit knives appealed to the elite and wealthy who often had bad teeth and found eating fruit difficult, 

especially apples and pears that to be bitten off. Using a fruit knife enabled the user to carve pieces of fruit into small pieces. When 

cared for properly, they became valuable items that could be passed down to future generations. 

During the Victorian period, the upper-class society deemed it unsightly to dirty ones’ hands or gloves with 

fruit juice. The small folding fruit knife became a necessity and was a common gift for a man to give his wife 

or girlfriend. Besides various cutting blades on a fruit knife, a common blade found on a fruit knife was the 

nut pick whose pointed blade was flattened above and used to pick the meat of nuts from the shells. Less 

often was a seed pick used to quickly remove seeds from the fruit.  

Although fruit knives went out of fashion in the 1930s, they remain a good example of the strict decorum of 

the Victorian period and continue to be a collectable item that is beautiful to look at and seen in a variety of 

designs.  

 

Researched and submitted by Lily Douglass of Kimberly K Auction, LLC, 

www.KimberlyKAuctions.com. Photos from a recent lifetime collection auction  

liquidation by Kimberly K Auction, LLC 

   

http://www.KimberlyKAuctions.com


 

P@@ History 
 

 The Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association was formed by a group of successful businessmen who knew that in 
order to provide a better business environment for themselves and strengthen their share of the auction market, they 
needed to work together.  They invested in their futures by forming the PAA.  Their purpose was to speak with one 
voice to the auction industry across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to the public, to governmental agencies, and to 
others, and in the process obtain tools to help them make sound and profitable decisions in their auction businesses.  For 
70+ years, the PAA has been one of the best investments its members have made.  The PAA has sought to establish and 
continually improve the standard of education, ethics and performance of its members. 

Code of Professional Ethics Preamble 
 

The Pennsylvania Auctioneer and Auction Licensing Act sets 
forth the guidelines and requirements by which the Pennsylvania 
Auctioneer may sell real estate and personal property at public 
auction. The Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association PAA mem-
bers are committed to support all provisions of the 
licensing act and are committed to serve their custom-
ers, both buyers and sellers, with integrity and fair 
dealing and actions that will serve to upgrade the im-
age of the association and the auction industry. 
 
Further, the goals of this association will be to im-
prove professional relationships and to earn increased 
public acceptance of the auction method. It is a fundamental be-
lief of the Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association that our com-
mitment to highly ethical and professional practices will strength-
en our association and provide important visibility to our indus-
try. 
 
We intentionally welcome all auction professionals. We do this 
for all persons, regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, 
national origin or political affiliation. We endeavor to foster a 
climate of inclusion with an environment where safety is valued, 
people can feel cared for, and be given an opportunity to form 
meaningful connections. We will include these same principles in 
all dealings with clients, customers, and the general public.    
 

Professional Relationships 
 

The PAA Auctioneer shall be loyal to the PAA and will willingly 
contribute his time and effort by serving the association as officer 
and committee member, and attend meetings and events sched-
uled by the association. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer shall actively encourage membership of 
new auctioneers into the membership of the PAA. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer will willingly share his experience and ex-
pertise with other members of the association, and all members 
shall be committed to the improvement and results of the auction 
industry, in addition to his own business. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Relationship to Clients 
 

The PAA Auctioneer shall be committed to competency in his 
field of expertise and shall keep abreast of laws and regulations 
which affect the type of real or personal property he is selling. 
 

The PAA Auctioneer shall be committed to abide by 
all the   regulations and laws relating to his field of 
endeavor. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer shall keep abreast of the current 
market values of the commodities he is selling in 
order to provide the seller with accurate information 
to make a proper decision. 

 
The PAA Auctioneer shall require a written contract where the 
terms and conditions are clearly stated, and where the terms and 
conditions are reviewed and understood by the parties to the con-
tract. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer shall use his best efforts to properly adver-
tise and promote the property being sold and represent accurate-
ly, clearly and fairly all property and merchandise being sold. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer shall always expend his best efforts to 
achieve the best possible results for his clients. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer subscribes to the code of ethics enumerated 
herein and agrees to be bound by this code of ethics. 
 

Relationships to Public 
 

The PAA Auctioneer shall be honest and forthright in all adver-
tising and representation of property to be sold and shall disclose 
all known defects and conditions clearly and fairly. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer shall clearly spell out all the sales terms and 
responsibilities of the buyer and, if property is sold at “absolute 
auction,” the sale shall be without limit, favor or reserve. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer will not bid for or buy for himself any real 
or personal property at an auction he is conducting or knowingly 
use false bidders. 
 
The PAA Auctioneer shall be committed to bringing buyer and 
seller together in the most equitable and fair means possible and 
will strive to uphold the highest level of ethical and moral prac-
tices. 

P@@ Co^_ of Prof_ssion[l Ethi]s 



The Pennsylvania Auctioneers Association 

Keystone Auctioneer 
The 

P.O. Box 686   Gilbertsville, PA 19525;  215.679.3526;   info@paauctioneers.org;   www.paauctioneers.org 

mailto:info@paauctioneers.org
http://www.paauctioneers.org
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